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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Sydney is certainly at its best in the Autumn and I find it reinvigorates my want to fish again with the end of the constant
excessive hot days and wild weather conditions that the height of summer can provide. As summer closes so too does the
end of my presidency of Bass Sydney. I have been incredibly proud to lead this great organisation. I have been involved at
an executive level for several years and when the opportunity arose to become the president I was very excited and
honoured. The time has certainly gone fast it feels like just yesterday I was elected. The time has come to past the torch
onto the next member, whom I am sure will do an excellent job. I would like to pay tribute to the work of the tireless
committee whom have supported me during my tenure. Mentors such as Alan Izzard who have provided me with plenty of
advice and inspiration and to all the members who have supported the club through their attendance I owe you a debt of
gratitude.
I look forward to remaining in the club and upholding the values in which the club was built. To everyone, once again a big
thankyou and I wish you well. Look forward to spending more time with everyone now that I am retired.
Tight lines
Chris Ghosn

NEWS
Hawkesbury-Nepean BassCatch February 19 & 20
Another BassCatch has come & gone. This was an enjoyable and successful event with good attendance, lots of visitors and
plenty of fish. The Ed had a very enjoyable day on the Saturday fishing between Bents Basin and Wallacia with member
Greg Rouland and my old mate and ex-member Adam Janssen. The 3 of us got nearly 60 fish between us. I got the numbers
with 31 on Saturday while Greg got the largest fish of the day, a 355 he had to manually extract out of a snag. I also joined
the Sammy club, with my first ever Sammy fish which turned out to be my largest for the day, a 348. Unfortunately, I forgot
the camera that weekend. After that day, I am in no doubt that the new fishways (in that stretch, the new one at Wallacia and
the revamped one at Penrith) have been doing their job with a large range of sizes encountered by us – from the low 100’s to
the 350’s. The old fishway at Wallacia was a major hurdle to migrating fish with only big flood events allowing access
upstream. It was also the first time I’ve done that run and I was quite impressed with the Bents Basin end of the trip. We
never saw a soul on the water until we got out at Wallacia. It was horrible within a couple of k’s of Wallacia with scum,
weed and algal bloom, but the rest of the trip was well worth it. With 3 anglers, we did the 9k’s easily in 10hrs. I then drove
from Wallacia to the campsite at Cattai where I spent the evening eating & drinking with the rest of the guys.
AusBass identity “Nutter” (Scott) drove all the way from Helensburgh to Cattai to meet us and to donate a few of his “nude”
Nutterjuck surface lures to the club. I couldn’t recognize him without a big bass in front of his face! His lures look the
goods with 2 models available at this stage – a paddler and a wakebait.
Sunday was a scorcher and after a yummy cooked breakfast and breaking camp, I got on the water at Yarramundi with
visitor Daniel and fished for 4.5hrs through the worst part of the day for 11 & 10 each. We paddled up the lagoon to get to
the pool above, but it was very slow and shade was non-existent. We did a lot better going down the channel, in the fast
flowing water.
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Talking food & BBQ’s, the club unveiled our new trailer, packed with all the essentials for a club outing. On this occasion,
the BBQ was not needed, but it was good to see our grant money put to good use. I’m sure it will come in handy on future
outings and work sessions. I must also say thanks to Garnet, Alan, Milton and the other guys who did the cooking and
cleaning to ensure the rest of us were fed and looked after.
The 2 best fish of the BassCatch – Ashley’s fat 430 and visitor Trent’s 415, taken on his 2nd or 3rd cast of the day (Pics: A.Thamm)

Here’s a summary from BassCatch Coordinator, Alan Izzard –
Registered anglers : 33
Total No of fish:
Fish per reach:
Reach 1: 0
Reach 4: 325

Returned cards: 25

Cards MIA: 1

DNF: 7

Reach 2: 0
Reach 5: 0

Reach 3a: 61

Reach 3b: 9

395

Biggest Fish: 430mm, Ashley Thamm (Rch 4)

Smallest fish: 102mm, Shayne Fell (Rch 4)

Most fish: 88, Garry Blount (Rch 4)

Participation prize winner: Dave Claydon

Another good result for the BassCatch. We had a few new guys fishing the BassCatch and a big thank you goes to Ashley for
giving them a hand by guiding them for the day. Only 1 card missing this time and the owner swears that he posted it. I can
only assume that it is being delivered by a 1 winged carrier pigeon. The camping and BBQ’s appeared to be well received as
was the raffle, alas minus the toothbrushes. The only downside I can find was that because of the heat many did not fish
Sunday and for that reason we had no data collected for Reach 5. I have not received any info back from Wollondilly club
either at this point.
Alan Izzard

Reach 1 & 2 outing, March 5 & 6
Two small groups of members fished the upper reaches on Sunday, 6/3/11. Garnet, Ashley & Alan Izzard fished above
Menangle weir (Rch 1) while Greg Rouland and The Ed did the drift between Menangle and Camden (Rch 2). Many of us
had “the one that got away” stories – Alan, Garnet and The Ed all lost good fish. Al & Garnet both lost unstoppable fish that
dove into the weeds whereas I pulled the hook on a high-30’s fish next to the yak after an epic, adrenaline-charged encounter
on a Sammy. Greg told me that he wished he had a video camera as he thought it was hilarious.
It took Greg & I 12 hrs to fish from Menangle and Camden, which was longer than I had estimated. I’ve never been on that
stretch before, but was most impressed with how nice a lot of it was. I expected a lot of slow pools, but was surprised to see
that it had quite a bit of flowing water and narrower stretches. Quite picturesque at parts.
Most of us still had a tough day with only Ashley (10) and Greg (16) on double figures. Greg had a great day with double
the number most of us got. He steadily caught fish, many of them over 30cm while I kept losing them, with me only landing
one bass over 30cm. Must be “local knowledge” Greg being a Camden boy! His best 5 were all over 30cm and would have
been heads & shoulders above the best 5 of any of the others. It was his day and I hope it made up for a tough day during the
recent BassCatch.
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Our results confirmed what most of us thought during the February BassCatch, that the new fishways have been doing their
job with a good spread of sizes, from the low-100’s and up. Its great to see a fishery actually improving instead of going
backwards for a change. I might have to fish these reaches more often in the future.
Greg was ON FIRE that day!

Some of the scenery between Menangle & Camden
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ABC Landline program
I missed this episode on TV, but you can view it on www.abc.net.au/landline. Click on the “Source to the Sea” segment. I
thought it was an interesting cross-section of “environmental stories” along the Hawkesbury-Nepean River. The “bass
survey” segment, starring Garry Blount and a cast of thousands from Willow Warriors, Bass Sydney & BMNDAA, was
eagerly anticipated, but was a minor segment of the overall program. So our bass love invasive weeds huh Garry? ;-P
Angler access to TSR’s in the Western Division of NSW
I have written to both the (then) Premier, Kristina Keneally and the (then) Opposition Leader, Barry O’Farrell about this
topic and have so far received a letter of acknowledgement from the Premier’s office. By the time this issue of the Battler is
out, we would expect to have had a change of government. We’ll see what the Coalition will do about it…
Dr Wayne Erskine
Our Patron, Dr. Wayne Erskine moved to Darwin at the end of February. He left Newcastle Uni to take up the position of
Principal Research Scientist in the Environmental Research Institute of the Supervising Scientist in Darwin. He will be
working almost exclusively in Kakadu NP and western Arnhem Land. He told The Ed that he was getting in as many
sessions of bassing as he could before he’s forced to exist on barramundi, mangrove jacks, fingermarks, queenfish, grunters
and GT’s! I felt very sorry for him! Ed. He reported that he has had a great bass season on the Central Coast and Hunter
Valley streams too! Hope we can get the occasional story from him about some northern fishing.
Parramatta River Project Officer’s Report to the AGM
Well, no fourth fishway yet but a mix of promising signs and frustrating delays.
Parramatta City Council (PCC) Efforts
One of the impediments last year to removing the boards from the Charles Street fishway was the lack of a baseline
population study. I’m pleased to report that the PCC tender for this work was awarded early in our financial year and Cardno
Ecology Lab has since generated reports on electro-fishing efforts in June and October 2010. I believe a third sampling
would have taken place this month but reports on this one are not yet available.
During the first two samplings:
• more than 300kg of carp was removed from the system;
• small numbers of bass were noted in each sampling e.g. 5 in the first one;
• a surprising variety of other native species were revealed - not only the expected long finned eels and mullet but
also a good number and variety of native gudgeons and even an eel tailed catfish.
Another step this year towards making all the fishways operational was the “throttling down” of the baffles in the vertical
slot fishways at the Kiosk and Charles Street weirs. This work was done in accordance with a Martin Mallen-Cooper design
and will mitigate PCC concerns about weir pool water levels by reducing outflows through the fishways whilst still
providing adequate flow for fish passage.
Despite these two advancements the boards remain in place at Charles Street. A primary reason for this at the moment is
bank stabilisation work being undertaken by the Parramatta Park Trust (PPT) within the Marsden Street weir pool. To
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facilitate this work the Marsden Street weir pool has been drained and PCC has perceived a need to safeguard the water
levels in the Charles Street weir pool.
I checked on the stabilisation work on Mon 28th March. The placement of rock groynes on the outside of the bend (right
hand side heading downstream) appears complete whilst placement of weed mats and “through” planting of reeds and
grasses on the opposite bank seems well advanced. Hopefully, the refilling of the Marsden Street weir pool can commence in
April.
A previous visit to the site of these works revealed a silver lining to the low water levels – no, not just the opportunity to
check out the structure in the pool but a rare chance to see six catfish nests near the kiosk. Hopefully these indicate that
catfish numbers are even better than those indicated by the electro-fishing results.
As for the status of the fourth fishway on the upstream weir, there has been some significant progress. A design acceptable to
PPT has been agreed as has the placement of the fishway on the northern bank – these have been signicant stumbling blocks
in the past. Access for construction has also been negotiated with the Cumberland Hospital.
The last remaining obstacle is to reconfirm funding in the 2011/2012 PCC budget. Funding is never guaranteed for
environmental projects but the proponents within PCC will argue there is no point in having invested in the first three
fishways if the fourth is not built. Hopefully, the right result will be achieved.
Bass Sydney Efforts
There was no Carp Catch this year so no opportunity to add to our communication hours.
We did however hold another “BassCatch” adding 15 man hours to our monitoring activities. This takes our total activity to
39 man hours of monitoring and 111.5 hours of communication activities – a total of 150.5 hours against our 160 hours grant
obligation.
During this latest “BassCatch” Ash and I continued the exploration upstream on Toongabbie Creek. No doubt this
contributed to our zero catch rate (no fishways up here yet) but we did confirm the existence of further suitable bass habitat.
Milton and a couple of guests who have successfully fished the river in the past put in time on the Marsden Street weir pool
– also for no result. Perhaps the conditions were to blame.
In a piece of good news, Dom Squadrito
reported the capture of EP’s downstream from
Silverwater Rd (see picture hereabouts). If
water conditions are suitable for EP’s then
they are suitable for breeding bass as well so
we have cause to be optimistic about remnant
populations hanging on down there.
Again, I would like to thank the guys that have
put time into this project so far and to
encourage all members to participate in the
future.
I have encouraged PCC to make the three
existing fishways operational during the
spawning months this year and hope this will
return some benefits in the next.
Alan Fowkes
Parramatta River Project Officer
March 2011
Russell St, Emu Plains
As Alan Izzard had informed the members, we’re proposing to the relevant authorities that Bass Sydney coordinate and
manage a riparian rehabilitation and clean-up of the riverbank at the end of Russell St, Emu Plains. It is near to the site of
the old Jacksons Lane area. Decent access to the river there would be very nice. It will be a big job and would probably take
a few years to complete, if “complete” is the right word for something like that.
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We already have word from both BMNDAA and HNBAA that they will support and assist us. This is great news and if it
goes ahead, it would be a testimony to both Alan’s vision and the local bass fishing clubs’ environmental commitment.
By the time you’re reading this issue of the Battler, Al would have written to Penrith Council proposing this project. He
already has letters of support from –
• I & I Habitat Conservation Manager
• I & I H/Nepean CMA
• I & I Scientific Officer, Cronulla Fisheries Research Centre
• Greening Australia
New Member
We welcome Gerard Delany to the club. Ged is a committed eco-warrior, native plant enthusiast & fisho with a long history
of Landcare behind him. A teacher at McCarthy Catholic College at Emu Plains, he was very interested in our proposal for
Russell Street and have had preliminary discussions with the School Principal about setting up a Landcare group at the
school. If we get approval to work on Russell St, it would be great to not only have the support and assistance of the other
fishing clubs, but also the school kids. This would be a fantastic grass-roots & community-based project that will benefit all.
Raffle Prizes
The Committee has taken advantage of the strong dollar by spending up big at Al’s Tackle Store and replenishing our
stockpile of stuff for raffle prizes, giveaways and for club events.
Raffle
The Daiwa Caprice 1500 spinning reel/UL combo will be drawn at the upcoming AGM.
Annual General Meeting April 12th
The next club meeting is the AGM. Please attend and think about how you can best serve your club by being involved in the
Committee in a role you’re interested in. Some of us have been in the Committee in one role or another for a number of
years and it would be great if we had an injection of new blood. This is YOUR club!
HS Tham, Editor
Announcement:
I will be changing roles in the Committee and
will not be able to do the Bronze Battler. I call
upon other members to put up their hand to be
the next Editor.
Our newsletter has long been a tradition of
Bass Sydney and it would be a shame if it
doesn’t continue.
If you have any ability to string a few words
together, please think about taking up the
keyboard. I & others can help.

Tham
La Niňa Lambada
After hearing and reading about it for the last 3 or 4 years, I finally joined the ranks of the “dog walkers” (the use of walkthe-dog lures) on New Years Day 2011. More specifically for me, it wasn’t the use of WTD lures per se, but the use of
WTD lures and surface poppers on saltwater bream & whiting. I don’t know who was the first person to try surface lures on
whiting, but they sure are the last fish I would have thought to go for surface lures. They are a fish designed for grubbing
along the bottom, but the results speak for themselves.
On New Years Day, I fished an old favourite estuary, the Lane Cove R. Over the years I went from fishing the naturallooking, mangrove areas to fishing lower down in the system among the man-made structures (rock walls, jetties, pontoons
& moored boats) which I discovered to be better for bream fishing. There are also areas of extensive sand flats in the system
which I knew held whiting, but only occasionally caught them on lures. Last season, I discovered that Gulp! Sandworms on
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appropriate jigheads worked quite well for whiting. On this day, I resolved to fish a sand flat with surface lures. I had a R2S
Rover 50, a 50mm WTD lure and that’s what I started with.
The Rover casts quite well and I soon found myself drifting and casting with the wind over the flats learning how to WTD.
Before too long, I’d caught my first bream on the Rover. It was not legal-sized, but the lure worked! Not long after that, my
first surface whiting came on board. I think it was bordering on legal even. I finished that session with 3 bream and a
couple of whiting. I also gave a small Rebel PopR popper a go, but without any luck.
Happy with the first day’s WTD success, I did it again a few days later at the same sand flat. This time, I caught more
whiting than bream. Mmmmmm… I like whiting! They fight surprisingly well too. Fishing at times over a few inches of
water the fish could only scream off or even jump. Not having to worry about the usual line-shredding oyster and barnacleencrusted rocks & pylons was also a welcome feeling.
My first ever WTD bream & whiting -

But it was something else that happened that day which proved to be even more exciting. Next to the sand flat, against a
rock wall, I noticed a disturbance and saw some bait being hammered by a predator. I put the Rover there and almost
instantly hooked up. The drag was screaming and I found myself attached to a tail-walking, line-burning fish which was
long and skinny. Within a few seconds it was over when it threw the hook leaving me slightly stunned and wondering what
the heck was that!? It didn’t look quite right for a tailor and I called it for a Giant Herring, but I wasn’t sure. Besides, I
thought they were a tropical species. Consulting a few people after, we came to the conclusion it had to be a tailor.
Another week or so goes by and after a very unsatisfying morning chasing kingfish near Kurnell on Dave Sanegor’s boat I
had to catch something. The tide was good for another flats session and I gave our Mr Sammy, Ashley a call and we met at
the LCR to fish “my” sand flat. Again, I caught a few fish on the Rover before we went upstream a short way to another
sand flat. Next to these flats was a broad channel surrounded by mangroves which led to a dead end. Ashley & I worked
our way up the channel where we found some frenetic predator action towards the end of the channel.
There were boils and bow waves and shrimp and glass minnows showering about the place. What followed was a
sensational, hilarious, frustrating and mind-blowing half hour. Ashley’s Sammy and my Rover drew hookup after hookup
followed by screaming runs, screeching drags, tail-walking, gyrating & leaping fish that inevitably ended with thrown lures
flying all over the place. I reckon I must have at least 10 – 15 hookups with Ashley getting over 20, with no fish landed.
Ashley’s first hookup resulted in his fish peeling off towards me and leaping about a meter away from me. I instinctively
ducked as I thought I was going to wear the leaping sliver of silver! I screamed to Ashley that this was what I hooked the
other day. We just couldn’t believe what we were experiencing as we kept losing fish after fish. One of Ashley’s fish
smashed into his kayak !
I was desperate to land one so that I could see what they were. Finally, Ashley got one in the net and the mystery was
solved – it was a Giant Herring (Genus: Elops). We hooked some fish that were nearly a meter long, but Ashley’s fish was
half the size of some. When the action finally died, after stinging so many fish, we were just stunned. You just couldn’t
wipe the silly grins we had on our faces. My only complaint was that I did not add to my species list as I never landed one,
but Ashley was able to add to his list of Sammy victims. One fish landed out of 30 or 40 hookups between us ! I was glad
that at least one of us landed one so that we could identify what they were.
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Other than that, I still had a very successful session with a nice bream and 5 legal whiting landed, all on the Rover, including
a 35cm beauty that fought amazingly well. I released the bream and kept all the legal whiting for a feed.
As we all know, the feature of this season is the very strong La Nina event which has not only brought very wet conditions
throughout the country, but also very warm water currents down the NSW coast and it brought warm-water species right
down to Sydney. Offshore, there were billfish, tuna, mahi-mahi, cobia and wahoo. Obviously, the Giant Herring was part
of the visit by tropical & sub-tropical species. I have tried a couple of times since with no sign of them. I hope that I don’t
have to wait for another strong La Nina before I dance with them again. As an aside, I’ve also discovered how useful WTD
(& other surface lures?) are on bream deep in the mangroves at the top of the tide, allowing you to fish very shallow water
without the worry of snagging on mangrove roots with diving lures or jigheads.

This was a “small” one. We hooked some that were almost twice the size!

HS Tham
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Alan Fowkes went on a trip to the Nymboida R recently and here’s his account of a nice trip away…

NYMBOIDA REVISITED – 10 YEARS ON
Back in April 2001 five intrepid anglers took on a stretch of the Nymboida River for a 3 night/4 day float. It was a great trip
returning a mix of bass and the (now) protected eastern freshwater cod. The river was wild and the scenery fantastic.
When you have a trip like that you all say, “That was fantastic – we must do that again sometime!”. The memories of the
long portages fade and the memories of the fish grow, but often they remain just that – memories. Well, for once we
followed through with 4 out of the 5 original crew stumping up for a 10 year anniversary trip in March 2011.
The crew was Barry Cole, Matt Bloomfield (who will be known to some of the longer term Bass Sydney members), myself
and one of my ex work mates, Pete Shlager. Pete’s brother-in-law Rob was the only bloke from the original team who
couldn’t make it.
Once again the trip started with the services of a local who will perform a drop off service (your car and his trailer) for only
$30 an hour – a bargain! Loading our canoes on the bank of a stunning pool we were approached by a couple of blokes who
had fished prime time the night before and early that morning. They were disappointed with the results and theorised that
the high and very slightly coloured water was to blame.
Hoping that we were simply better fisherman than them we hit the water and Baz pulled the first fish, a smallish cod, from
the tussocks directly opposite the launch site. Clearly we were going to have a good trip - and for those who know me,
clearly those blokes had gotten out of bed too early!
In truth though, the fish were a little hard to find and additions to the tally were infrequent during the day. We called a stop
well short of our planned 1st camp, but on a pool that just had to be fished properly. A threatening storm convinced us to set
up camp mid afternoon before getting back on the water.
The storm build up produced a few more fish as did the period after the storm and leading up to dusk. Everyone was on the
board, the beer was cold, the food was hot and the wine went down nicely. On top of all that, we had collected firewood
AND thought to put a tarp over it before the rain – what a life!
This afternoon storm thing was to be a daily feature of the trip. One that had us placing markers at water level each night to
check for any significant rise. This is a wild, unregulated river that can react swiftly to storms in the surrounding hills and it
has some pretty serious rapids at the best of times. The storm on day 2 in particular was a cracker, one that had us huddling
in our canoes at the bottom end of a pool with strong winds pushing us up against the bank and a full time bailing job on our
hands. As the wind abated and the rain eased, we were left to tackle a major rapid that required some roping and wading. At
times like this, having Matt around was a godsend. He is by far the most capable and confident white water man in the
group.
Whilst we got a wet bum every afternoon and some evenings, we were lucky enough to have a dry period every day in which
to set up camp and again to pack it up the next morning. On top of this the river didn’t rise more than about 6 inches and
quickly settled back down by a couple. We couldn’t believe our luck!
But tell me more about the fishing I hear you ask. Well, as I said earlier, they were a little hard to find and I believe we all
had fishless sessions, but we ended the trip with 46 fish between us – 23 cod, 22 bass and 1 cattie. Matt starred with 15 fish
whilst the rest of us were evenly matched both in total numbers and in cod vs bass.
There didn’t seem to be any particular lure that stood out though green was definitely the star colour in the plug stakes and
the old Manns 10+ and 15+ got a good workout. The most interesting aspect of the fishing for me was the number of fish
caught in fast, shallow water at the tail of the pools.
I think Matt pioneered this by running a buzzbait across this sort of water, but burning fizzers also worked as did a quickly
worked “walk the dog” style lure. Targeting boulders behind which the fish could shelter was the go
But what about the size you say? Well, there must have been a good cod spawning a few years back because all our cod
were in the 400 to 550 bracket. None of the 5kg fish that have turned up in previous trips came out to play (and definitely
none of the 9kg models that Millsy caught years ago). And I don’t think there were any bass over 400 either……. Unless
you were Matt!
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Matt had a blinder picking up a 430 on day 1 then the holy grail, a 500, on day 2. Incredibly, the 500 was followed by a 470
about 20 minutes later. Both caught in the middle of the day and both requiring manual extrication from the structure. You
couldn’t wipe the smile of that man’s face! I’ve no idea what the 500 fish would have weighed but I’m tipping 2.5kg plus as
the condition was unbelievable – there was actually a noticeable step down in the flesh approaching the tail wrist.
So what has a revisit after 10 years shown us?
• This is still a wild and beautiful river (despite the weeds I now see given my recent career change);
• The mix of fish does change – seemingly the smaller bass (we caught them down to around 200) can negotiate the
gorge in wet years;
• The beautiful eastern freshwater cod has been breeding successfully (and I assume the big fish are still there);
• Theses guys are still a great crew to paddle, fish and camp with;
• And my white water wimp status is growing (I walked everything after shipping water from pressure waves on day
1). A man’s got to know his limitations….
Eastern Freshwater cod are protected and must be returned to the water as quickly as possible.

Matt’s 500

(Pics: A. Fowkes)

Alan Fowkes

Upper Macleay Bassin’
I was invited to join AusBass member RonR (Ron Rogers) on a trip to a NPWS campsite on a tributary of the upper Macleay
R. It was 4WD-only and it needed a NPWS Permit and a key. This was well upstream of West Kunderang which is a 3-day
float to Georges Junction, where the Bass Lodge is. I was stoked as I thought it would not be a place I could get to without
using the Bass Lodge’s drop-off service or a guide. I had applied for 2wks leave in late March and I was going to spend a
few days on the Macleay anyway, like I did a year ago with Fowkesy. Initially, I invited our Brad Sweetwood to come with
me and then I was going to head to old mate’s place near Murwillumbah. Then Ron’s offer came through and I thought the
3 of us could go as Brad also had a 4WD. But Brad lucked out & at the last-minute wasn’t available, so it came to Ron & I.
With one thing and another, we didn’t leave until the Tuesday of my first week off. We left Sydney late morning Tuesday
and got to my Macleay campsite, halfway between Bellbrook and the Bass lodge mid-arvo. The weather was beautiful and
the only downside was a low barometer which stayed with us for that week. A simple camp was set up as we were only
staying there a night before we headed off well past Georges Jct.
We had a fish in the morning on the magnificent pool at my campsite where I landed the first fish of our trip on a Dreamfish
Twin Buzz. At 38/39cm, it was to be my largest fish of the trip! Ron got a couple of nice fish too, but he was monstered by
a big bass which broke his leader on a steel cable attached to a concrete block. That pool has quite of few of these concrete
blocks which are old flood-mitigation works. His 14lb leader was shredded and broke about 10” from his leader knot. Ron
was upset that the lure & a good length of leader was attached to a bass. Hope it got the lure off quick!
Interestingly, all the “Keep Out” signs that were on the gates leading to the river flat that made Fowkesy so nervous last year
had been removed this time. As it was a dedicated road that services a few properties, I wondered why they were there last
year in the first place, but at least they’re gone now.
We broke camp mid-morning Wednesday and headed off to the Bass Lodge where I was to leave my car. My kayak was put
on Ron’s Pathfinder and my gear transferred over. I think it was with some chagrin when Ron realised how much stuff I
had! Well, I had a few days to go after our trip and I believe in being comfy!
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My buzzbait fish (Pic: R. Rogers)

Ron with a nice fish from the 1st morning (Pic: HST)

The road from Georges Jct. to our destination was pretty good until the last k or so after we unlocked the gate. Talk about a
stupid design! The padlock is hidden away in this arrangement which was very difficult to open… unless you had hands the
size of a young girl! Since we didn’t have a handy maiden with us, we persevered and after several frustrating minutes we
finally got it unlocked and faced the very steep descent. It was 1st or 2nd gear Low Range all the way down.
Bloody gate!

This pic does not do justice to the steepness of the track

Camp (Pic: R. Rogers)

The beautiful river at the campsite
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The campsite was rustic and basic – bush camping with toilets. There were only 13 campsites there and all the campsites
had their own fire pit and not much else. The river looked lovely and very clear. The Macleay further down was up slightly
and also a little coloured. It had a significant rise a week or so before we left.
After setting up camp we had to, of course, get on the water and we fished around the camping area. Again, Ron got a
couple of nice fish. I had a spectacular hit on a buzzbait I was running parallel to a rocky cliff when a huge boil missed my
buzzbait and it got hit again a meter or so later, this time the fish cleared the water, but still could not find the hook. I saw a
good three-quarters of the fish and it looked a good fish of around 40cm +.
After dinner that night we fished a section of the pool from the
bank with surface lures. Ron is an expert with WTD lures, but
after dark, he prefers the ol’ standby, the black Jitterbug. Casting
in the dark, we hadn’t caught much except for a few small and
middling fish. I was about to give it away when an almighty
boof-smash was heard during one of Ron’s retrieves. We
weren’t sure if it was an attempted bass hit or just a mullet
jumping. Ron said he hadn’t felt a thing, so the only option was
to cast out again. Yep! Another smash was heard, almost
identical in sound to the first one, but this was followed by the
sound of drag and a satisfied grunt from Ron. A very handsome
fish in the low 40’s came in to be unhooked and admired. I was
turning greener by the minute!
I was sure I was going to break my pathetic bass PB on this trip. My mark was set ~7 years ago and has stubbornly refused
to be beat even after the last 2-&-half years since I’ve been back in Oz. Surely I will do it this trip! I was wrong!
There was one other camper at the campsite when we first got there. He was a very keen ww kayaker and occasional bass
fisho. He was very familiar with the area and had kayaked or canoed much of it, all the way down to Kempsey. He said this
spot was mainly accessed by serious kayakers, walkers & bass fishos with the effort required (both bureaucratic & physical)
to get there.
The next day, our first full day on this river saw us resolve to head upstream as far as we can handle. There is a LOT of
dragging involved and Ron has a very bad knee and I could see that he was suffering. We got approx. 4 or 5k’s upstream
before we were confronted with another set of rapids which looked to go on forever. We had lunch there and decided we’d
head back to camp. So far, in between the dragging, there was not a lot of good, fishy water as it is a small river. We caught
a few fish, but they were not exactly queing to get on our hooks. Ron got smashed by a bass next to some fast water which
snagged him up straight away. We were on foot and he waded across to retrieve his lure and fish. No fish, but at least he got
his lure back. Right before we stopped for lunch, Ron caught probably the fish of the trip. His WTD lure was hammered
and he landed a beauty which had taken his lure right down – you couldn’t see his lure at all! Ron didn’t even measure these
fish as he considered them well below his PB which is in the 500’s ! Sigh!
Ron’s lunchtime beauty
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We made our way back to the camp and settled in to relax, have a meal and maybe we’d fish around the camping area again
after dark. The first camper had gone, but another couple of guys had arrived which turned out to be quite fortuitous. We
met Peter Lee, a Uralla-based lure-maker who makes beautiful, hand-crafted lures out of cedar. Some of them were works of
art! He had won the Ron Sattler memorial bass comp, hosted by the Bass Lodge, with a 52cm bass taken on one of his
fizzers, in the same area we were in, less than a month ago. He mainly makes surface lures (fizzers, poppers, etc). He is a
regular to the area and goes there at least once or twice a month during the season. He told us that the area is a renown
producer of BIG fish. Peter and his mate from Sydney whose name I’ve forgotten, was going to go upstream the next day
and overnighting up river and then returning to the campsite. Catching up with Peter by e-mail a couple of days ago, he told
me that they had a hard time on their trip, but after getting to about 7 or 8k upstream, hit the mother lode and got some good
fish between 43 & 52cm ! A month previously, most of the good fish were no further up than 4 or 5k from the campsite.
Obviously, the big fish still seem to be pushing upstream even at this late part of the season.
We had another go after dark, but caught only small fish, but I was rewarded with my first Jitterbug bass in many years. We
planned to go downstream the next day.
The next day was another beautiful day and we had hoped the barometer was rising. We headed off full of hope that we’d
get to some decent water. After going down 3 or 4 rapids and giving it a decent go, we admitted defeat and headed back to
camp. By that stage, Ron’s bad knee had caught up to him and was making it very difficult for him to drag & portage. After
being at the campsite for a couple of days, the local fish had wised up and the fishing around camp was very difficult. We
eventually decided to pull the pin and head home the next day, Saturday.
On the way back to Kempsey, I made an impromptu detour and wade-fished Nulla Nulla Ck solo for about 4hrs. It was a
beautiful stream and I managed about 7 bass. Nothing big, but fun all the same.
(Pic: R.Rogers)

(Pic: HST)

(Pic: HST)

My 1st fish of the downstream day

(Pic: R. Rogers)

I was supposed to be at Toonumbar Dam that weekend, at a KFDU gathering, but after leaving on Saturday and making the
4-hour detour, I decided to can that idea and just headed north to Muwillumbah, but that’s another story…
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Lots of white water

(Pics: R.Rogers)

The local brumbies

Nulla Nulla Ck (Pics: HST)

5 fish came off this spot, in descending sizes

This was the first and the biggest

Footnote: The upside of meeting Peter is that it looks like he’s agreed to be a Bass Sydney sponsor. This was just before
this issue of the Battler is being finished and he’ll be sending us a CD of the lures he’s selling and I believe they will be
around $15 each which is pretty good for an Aussie-made, hand-crafted cedar wood lure. If I get this before the AGM, I’ll
bring it in to show our members. I’ll keep you posted about how the sponsorship pans out.
HS Tham
Next Meeting is the Annual General Meeting
April 12th, 7:30pm
Northmead Bowling Club.
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Thanks to our great sponsors:

Dreamfish:

Dream it See it Catch it
Buzzbaits & Spinnerbaits hand-made locally in the Blue Mountains.
www.dreamfish.com.au
www.webstore.dreamfish.com.au

Want to catch that Bass of the lifetime? Do you know which lure to use? Well look no further. This is the #1 Bass fishing iPad or iPhone app
on the market. You will be asked a series of questions about the where you are going to fish and the environmental conditions. Based on your selections will
determine what lure type we recommend you use. Link - http://ax.itunes.apple.com/au/app/catchabass/id376335239?mt=8

Al’s tackle store:

Acute Printing:
Specialising in digital printing for small & home based businesses. Business Cards , Leaflets, Price Lists,
Catalogues, small run books, etc. Ph: 96533800 Website: www.acuteprinting.com.au
E-mail: alan@acuteprinting.com.au
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